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Introduction
Military involvement in politics either through military rule, sometimes referred to as military government or military regime, is a political phenomenon that has been characteristic of many societies especially the Third World countries. While it is regarded as a political aberration across the globe in recent times, it has continued to threaten many societies mostly in Africa even at this era of global "project democracy". For most of human history, attaching "military" to "rule" would have been redundant because almost all political regimes in large societies of the pre-modern period fused military, religious, economic and monarchical powers (Badie et al, 2011) . Indeed, military rule is not a recent phenomenon because it pre-dated even the praetorianism of Roman times and was rampant during the feudal era as well as regular interregnum in the constitutional struggles of many societies, including Africa and other Third World countries especially after their political independence (Igwe, 2005) . However, the separation of military and civilian powers and the development of professional and bureaucratic armed forces in European states in the 18 th and 19 th centuries gave birth to the contemporary understanding of military rule (Badie et al, 2011) .
Consequently, military interventions in politics are very common both in democratic and totalitarian regimes (Onder, 2010) . The "national guard" function of the military makes it very powerful and sometimes unquestionable when it begins to exert an almost unrestrained influence in government; the height of which may involve direct takeover of the institutions of governance. Even in developed countries, although the military is restricted to national defense and obedience to the civil authority, it still exerts significant influence on the government policies (Onder, 2010) . Halprin (1975) argued that even in the United States, the military poses a unique set of problems for Presidents. Equally, Fourney (1977) observed that no individual can have a significant effect on military budgets, including presidents. The distinguishing factor between the military of advanced societies and those of the less developed societies is the strict adherence of the former to military professionalism imbued with national protection and the inability of the later to curtail its gluttonous political adventure and concentrate in the assigned function of national protection. The military in less developed societies have, for flimsy reasons and excuses, infiltrated the political administrative machineries of the states without correspondingly fulfilling their messianic propaganda embedded in their reasons for military takeover.
Although extant literature abounds on military rule, the involvement of the military in determining who gets what, when and how, is yet to be studied well enough. The critical questions this study sets to address are: why does military rule occur more in Less Developed Countries than in the developed ones and why is direct military involvement in politics condemned across the globe even when some appeared to have fared better than the prevailing corrupt civilian administrations (often mistaken to be democracy) in many Third World countries? The study also aims to clarify the ambiguities that characterize the concept of military rule and other related terms like the military government, military regime and military intervention in politics, as well as provide a better understanding of some theoretical underpinnings that underscore military interventions in politics around the world.
Conceptual Clarification of Terms
Some of the important terms that would engage our minds in this discourse include: military rule, military government, military regime and military intervention in politics. For this reason therefore, their clarifications become imperative.
Military Rule
The concept of military rule has often been mistaken with military government or military regime. However, there are significant differences between and among the three interrelated concepts. Igwe (2005: 268) sees military rule as:
Governance by the armed forces and the consequent reversal from civil to military superordinacy, usually through an unconstitutional takeover of power in a coup d'état that ousted the legitimate civil authority, with the pretext of either restoring law and order, re-instituting legality within the system or eradicating any other social ills affecting the state.
This definition is important for two reasons: one, it is important for its emphasis on military super-ordinacy in governance and two, the process by which military power to govern could be secured -brute force. Nevertheless, military rule can appropriately be defined as an act or process of administering a given polity by the Armed Forces which often is acquired via the seizure of state power through force. This implies that military power to govern is acquired not through the ballot papers but through the barrel of guns. So, it is a power to govern a people without their consent.
Military Government
A government is that agency of the ruling class that is charged with the responsibility of exercising state power on behalf of the whole classes (Nnoli, 2003) . It can also be referred to as the institutionalized agency for the legitimate administration of the class society, in effect, translating into a structured organization of power for the realization of the objectives of the ruling class, and the major instrument of its practical exercise by its governing elites within the state (Igwe, 2005) . However, it is important to note that not all administrations are legitimate, as this last definition would want us to believe. Military government therefore, refers to the administrative agency managed by the Armed Forces and charged with the responsibility of exercising state power on behalf of the whole social classes in a given polity. It is therefore an institution of governance that is derived unconstitutionally.
Military Regime
Many scholars have continued to use the term "regime" to mean a form of government or even a set of rules and basically the time or period a person rules (Wikipedia, 2013) . Interestingly, a regime is synonymous with both the form of government and a set of rules. But in politics, a regime is a framework of social organization based on rules designed to regulate the operation of government and its interactions with the rest of the societies. By implication therefore, a military regime is a coercive framework of social organization that is based on regimented rules designed to compel obedience from the rest of the civil societies via the promulgation of Decrees.
Military Intervention in Politics
The concept of military intervention appears to be clearer when compared to military rule, military government and military regime. Unfortunately, it is the most ambiguous among the rest. For the sake of clarity, the use of military intervention in this work is strictly as it affects the seizure and use of state power by the armed forces. This is because there are many forms of military intervention. When a State of Emergency is declared and troops are deployed to maintain peace, it is a military intervention. When terrorists overrun a society and troops are sent to restore constitutional order, it is a military intervention. It is a military intervention when a country is envisaged to be building nuclear weapons and others send troops to destroy them. In fact, military intervention as a political concept can be very confusing if not properly situated.
Military intervention in politics, in this context, can be seen as an unconstitutional takeover of political power from the civilians by the armed forces by brute force. Armed forces here include: the army, the navy, the air force, the secret police and other sabotaging law enforcement agencies (Acemoglu et al, 2010) . It is unconstitutional because there are no defined rules of engagement stated anywhere as the established mechanisms on how the people can change their government. It can appropriately be called coup d'état. Coup d'état implies violent (or by whatever means) military overthrow of an elected civilian government or a constituted monarchy.
Summarily, while military rule is an act or a process of governance, military government is an institution or agency of governance and military regime is a framework of governance. It is very difficult, if at all possible, to find in a polity where there is military rule without military government and military regime; except in a diarchy where power is shared by both the military and civilian authorities. On the other hand, military intervention is also an act; though not of administering or governing, but of acquiring the political power by the armed forces. The entire process follows a concentric chain order (see the concentric diagram below). From the diagram, while there cannot be military rule without military intervention, there can be military intervention without military rule. The former implies that for the armed forces to control political power which constitutes the epicenter of the concentric circle, they must have to intervene first. On the other hand, the later implies that a dissatisfied military (like others in the society) might intervene to correct a societal anomie (though not often the case) and install a new government not necessarily controlled by them. The first military coup in Nigeria attests to this fact except that the civilian politicians of the time who survived the mutiny declined continuing with governance and voluntarily surrendered political power to the military who on their part exhibited high degree of insensitivity and myopism that are bereft of administrative acumen.
Theories of Military Interventions in Politics
Of all the prevailing theories of military interventions in politics, five remain outstanding. These five as articulated by Onder (2010) include: -Socio-economic development theory -Political development theory -The centrality of military theory -The conflict theory and -Regional differences theory.
Socio-Economic Development Theory
The commonest of the prevailing argument of military intervention in politics and the subsequent military rule is the socioeconomic development theory. Finer (1988) cited in Onder (2010) argued that the density of military interventions in
politics is more likely to decrease with increased socio-economic development status. Putnam (1967) further argued that, "nations with high socio-economic situations have higher urbanization, industrialization and literacy level, and so have increased mass participation into the social activities" (cited in Onder, 2010:3) . Socio-economic development creates awareness of political events and spurs political actions. In other words, it increases the number of potential political actors and diffuses increased political resources to these actors who would be willing and able to sustain civilian institutions (Onder, 2010) . It is important to note that, industrialization reduces the propensity of military interventions since the increased socio-economic complexity puts public administration beyond the skills of armed forces.
The general argument here is that poverty, otherwise inadequate socio-economic development, can be a very important variable for military interventions and military rule in any society, thus, the reason why the less developed societies have witnessed more military coups than the much developed ones.
Political Development Theory
The political development theory is another set of variable that explains military interventions in politics around the globe as well as the attendant military rule. Although political development is closely related to the socio-economic development already discussed, it is quite distinct from it. Political development as used here is synonymous with strong civilian government, strong democratic values and strong political institutions (like the ones that exist in the United States, United Kingdom, among other advanced societies). Where these indicators of political development are found, there is high degree of fundamental human rights imbued with freedom (except for those freedoms that infringe on others' rights), rule of law, equity and justice. Where these variables are prevalent, military intervention is usually very difficult, but where they exist in a breach, the society is prone to military intervention and rule. African and other less developed countries have been advised to build strong political institutions to combat this scourge and fight underdevelopment as well (Obama, 2009 ).
The Centrality of Military Theory
In all political systems, the military possess certain advantageous characteristics which allow it to intervene in the political process (Ball and Guy-Peters, 2000) . Accordingly, Jenkins and Kposowa (1992) cited in Onder (2010) argued that, the centrality of the military to the state's claim on legitimate violence makes it prone to use this to dominate politically, and especially if civilian institutions are weak. Acemoglu et al (2010) argued that the creation of a powerful military is a double-edged sword for the elite. On the one hand, a more powerful military is more effective in preventing transitions to democracy. On the other hand, it also necessitates either greater concessions to the military or raises the risk of a military takeover (Acemoglu et al, 2010) . Indeed, a powerful military is not only effective in preventing a transition to democracy (in societies where they have gained control of political power) but also creates a political moral hazard problem because it can turn against the elite and take direct control of the government and consequently wield political power (in societies that are vulnerable but not yet under military rule). This argument informs why there is always greater budget allocation to defense in virtually all countries around the world, including the U.S especially America under the Republican control.
The argument of the centrality of military theory is that the stronger the military's resources, either as a percent of state resources or relative to the national economy and coupled with the "national guard" function, the weaker the institutions of civil society and thereby the greater the probability of military interventions.
The Conflict Theory
Conflict is part of human history and the military is also insulated in this history. Interestingly, ethnic antagonisms including cultural diversities, ethnic dominance and ethnic competitions are largely responsible for military interventions in politics especially in Africa. The second military coup in Nigeria which brought Gen. Yakubu Gowon to the corridors of power is inescapably linked to this conflict theory. It was believed by the Northerners that the coup that not only ousted Prime Minister Tafawa Balewa but also killed him along with other prominent Nigerian politicians of northern and western extractions was masterminded by the Igbos and that the subsequent ascension to power by Aguiyi Ironsi was a grand design to establish Igbo dominance in Nigeria, thus, a counter coup. Morrison and Stevenson (1972) cited in Onder (2010) argued that the greater the number and cultural diversity of groups, the greater the elite instability and the greater the military intervention. However, this argument could be misleading because if military intervention is synonymous with societal heterogeneity, then the United States would have recorded the highest case of military rule in the world. Nevertheless, such is not the case. Perhaps, there is a close relationship between a society's inability to subsume its heterogeneity into a harmonious union and the military intervention in that society. Therefore, the problem is not heterogeneity per se but the inability to explore and harness the diversities into a harmonious composite union.
Regional Differences Theory
This theory is closely related to the conflict theory due to the fact that what often generates conflict (the type that leads to military intervention) usually issue from geographical locations and differences of the ruling class who continually explore all possible avenues to establish their dominance.
The theory of military interventions can further be explained using the following diagrams. In the above diagram, the military does its assigned function of national protection, including shielding the Civilian Government (as represented by the square net around the pink circle labeled C.G) like the uterus does to the foetus. This is the height of military patriotism which gives the leaders (mostly found around the axis of C.G) the opportunity to provide dividends of socio-economic development (represented by the shapeless blue star labeled I) to the people including the military. The relationship between the C.G. and A.F is very cordial exemplified by the reciprocal green arrows between the C.G. and A.F as well as the close location of the 2 circles labeled C.G and A.F. The input made by the civil societies (C.S) to the government (C.G) represented by the arrows linking the C.S and the C.G has significant impact which helps in strengthening the system. The Armed Forces (A.F) in addition to shielding the C.G also provide adequate security to the rest within the state which is represented by the spiral black line around the entire society. Consequently, the high number of industries (I) creates higher urbanization and makes the administration of the society complex beyond the managerial ability of the military, hence, their disinterestedness in intervening. Advanced countries of Europe and North America fit into this. Summarily, it is difficult, if not impossible, for the states that fit into diagram A to experience military intervention without first degenerating into the condition of the states in diagram B. It also follows that countries that fit into category B diagram, however they sing democracy like song, without making meaningful efforts to industrialize thereby making the administration of the state complicated for the armed forces, they should expect military rule and that includes Nigeria.
Against this backdrop, we can make the following deductions about military interventions in politics: -Military intervention in politics is less likely to take place in countries with high rate of socio-economic development. -Military intervention in politics is less likely to happen in countries with well-developed political institutions.
-Military intervention is more likely to take place in countries where military institutions are in a central role.
-Military intervention in politics is more likely to take place in countries with disarticulated heterogeneous structure imbued with ethnic antagonisms and ethnic dominance. -Military intervention is more likely to be rampant in Africa, Latin America and Asia. This is because they possess the qualities that make a society vulnerable to military intervention as outlined above.
Understanding the Dynamic Consequences of Military Rule in Global Arena
The New World Order views military rule as a manifestation of repugnant society that is characteristic of political instability. Like it was earlier stated, military intervention in politics pre-dates the modern state system and it was one of the greatest means of exercising dominance and wielding power especially at the time of warlordism (Igwe, 2005) . In fact, it was an act of military intervention that a man or group of men could catch their fellow men and subject them to life of slavery which characterized the life of man at the historical epoch called the slave-holding era. The first military coup, strictly so called, took place in 632BC in Athens involving Cylon who attempted to establish himself as a tyrant but failed. Readers fortunate enough to live in stable democratic countries will probably not think much about the role of the military in political life. In the (larger) remainder of the world in which democracy is far from assured, however, the military is often an active component of political life. The lengthy list of successful and unsuccessful direct interventions by the military in Central and South America, the Middle-East, the new African states, Asia and several European countries since 1945 (and beyond) creates the Impression that seizure of political control by the armed forces, or the military ensuring the replacement of one civilian government by another, has been the norm rather than the exception in modern political systems (Pinkey, 1990 cited in Ball and Guy-Peters, 2000: 264) .
The contemporary understanding of military rule equates it with political instability, and the more there are such rules, the more unstable the region becomes and the more security threats the world faces at large. Deriving from the table, more military interventions and rules have taken place in Asia, especially the Middle-East, Africa and Latin America; thereby supporting the argument that military rules create political instability (as the crises in the Middle-East and Africa have shown). This is why the United Nations, the African Union and other world governing bodies have abhorred military rule of whatever form and are not hesitant in imposing sanctions to any country where such mutiny takes place. To maintain international peace and security (the cardinal objectives of the United Nations under which other regional and sub-regional organizations derive their strengths), the people must be allowed to decide how they wish to be governed which military dictatorships and other forms of totalitarian rules do not encourage; hence, posing security threats to the international system.
At this juncture and coming from a Nigerian background, one can state that if the problem of Boko Haram insurgence is not properly handled and on time too by both the Nigerian politicians and the world governing bodies, then Nigeria may face another military intervention in politics. Once that happens, the entire African continent and the black race are not free and by extension, the United Nations may have more problems to contend with which will not be healthy for the peace of the international system.
Conclusion
Military rule has become infamous in recent time sequel to its restriction of the fundamental human rights, abrogation of the people's constitution and in its place, the promulgation and use of decrees, as well as the denial of the people their inalienable rights to participate in governance and the subsequent security threats such rule poses to the concerned society and the world at large. In order to curb military interventions in politics while retaining their provision of security duty, reformation of the military to enhance its professionalism has been suggested. In fact, the study has shown that the armed forces fair better under civil authority than under the military rule.
The dictum that the worst civil rule is better than the best military dictatorship is not a mere declaration of intent but a verifiable statement of fact. It is so because only civil authority can guarantee majority participation in governance and if not for anything, for the ability of the people to discharge their voting rights which is always denied under military rule. The work substantially dealt with the clarification of such concepts like military rule, military government, military regime and military intervention. From the theories of military rule and interventions among which are: the socio-economic development theory, the political development theory, the centrality of military theory, the conflict theory and the regional differences theory, we concluded that:
-Military intervention in politics is less likely to take place in countries with high rate of socio-economic development. -Military intervention in politics is less likely to happen in countries with well-developed political institutions.
-Military intervention in politics is more likely to take place in countries with disarticulated heterogeneous structure imbued with ethnic antagonisms and ethnic dominance. -Military intervention is more likely to be rampant in Africa, Latin America and Asia. This is because they possess the qualities that make a society vulnerable to military intervention as outlined above. However, the type of intervention, whether merely seeking influence or that of establishing a military dictatorship, will vary according to several criteria: the nature of the political system (that is, whether the society is heterogeneously disarticulated), the stability of the political institutions and the level of socio-economic development (Ball and Guy-Peters, 2000) .
In a nutshell, the work revealed why military rule has been largely condemned in the recent time. This condemnation is not unconnected to the security threats such rule poses to the international community; thereby threatening the world peace and security. Hence, the abhorrence from the United Nations, the African Union and other world governing bodies.
